
 

                                                             LEEDS KONP MEETING 23.1.19 
 

Present:  J, Unite, M, C, H, S, D, A, D, M, D, C, A   
 

1. NHS 10 year plan 
 

J noted that that the plan includes lots of good positive sounding  ideas for more co-ordinated and preventive care in the 
community but these are more of a wish list than a plan in the context  of NHS, Social Care and Public health services 
slashed  by the same Government that now wants to be seen as a champion of care in the community. The plans largely 
re-iterate the current direction of travel under S Steven’s 5 year forward view which is the product of neoliberal thinking 
that wants to cut hospital beds and shrink the welfare state. The money offered is not even enough to repair damage 
done and  there is little guarantee that this will not evaporate into the ether like much of the £8bn promised towards the 
30bn funding gap in 2015. Without legs to the plan more burden of care will fall on relatives and friends.  Grand plans for 
a new digital D are unrealistic and target the young and well, bypassing  most older people and those with chronic illness. 
Meanwhile the plan endorses the rapid transition of what were originally Sustainability and Transformation Partnerships 
into Integrated Care systems. These will be business units of commissioners and providers with fixed budgets. Private 
consultancy firms are already well embedded in the design, implementation and management of many of these 
structures and there is significant risk that the whole units will be taken over by US/ international private insurance firms 
or at least public/ private partnerships.   Below is the text of J’s  letter printed in the Yorkshire Evening Post on Tues. 22nd. 
Wel done for getting in a plug  for the 30.3 demo!  
 

I read with scepticism Stephen Hammond’s claim (YEP January 17th) that “the NHS plan will preserve the nation’s most 
prized asset. The ‘plan’ aims to keep people well and identify illness earlier – both dependent on adequate funding and 
sufficient staff.  Two thirds of acute Trusts are in the red, compared with 5% in 2010. Cancer waiting times are the worst 
on record, huge problems exist in A&E, and the average wait for a GP appointment is up 30% to two weeks. Until eight 
years ago, the NHS budget was increased annually by 4% to meet rising demand, before being savagely cut to 1%. The 
Office for Public Responsibility estimates a 4.3% increase is needed. £20.5 bn does not make up for the accumulated 
financial deficit, increases the overall budget by only 3.4%, and not until 2023/4.  The ‘plan’ also intends to implement a 
top down reorganisation, with 44 ‘Integrated Care Systems’, lacking in public accountability (everything about you 
decided without you) and unprotected from takeover by the private sector. Forced mergers of GP practices will cover 
populations of 30-50,000, causing accessibility problems for many. Whereas most of the 60+ uncosted commitments in 
the ‘plan’ to improve services would be welcome, they are completely unrealistic given the funding offered. An obsession 
with non-evidence based digital solutions, lack of a workforce plan to tackle the current 100,000 vacancies, absence of 
information on how much capital will be available for new projects, and ignoring the crisis in social care all spell further 
misery for patients. £20.5 bn may help keep the lights on, but this ‘plan’ is in reality a recipe for the destruction of our 
most prized asset. ‘Leeds Keep Our NHS Public’ invites the public to join a demonstration demanding proper NHS funding: 
11.30 on March 30th outside the art gallery. 
 

2. Our vision for the NHS  
J took us through a “Doctors in Unite” 2017 document on their vision for the NHS to help us think more about what kind 
of NHS we want. (previously sent as a reminder  for this meeting)  
 

There was significant  agreement about the principles .  Health services must be publicly funded ( through  progressive 
taxation ), publicly provided and publicly accountable. Society should promote good health, address the social 
determinants of health and reduce inequalities . There should be parity of esteem between physical and mental health 
and migrants should be welcome.    
 

There is no place for privatisation in the NHS. Docs in Unite say “The health service works as a national risk pool paid for 
us by all and there for everyone when needed. Health is not a commodity and should not be exploited  for profit”  We 
talked about progressive taxation- targeting the rich  but also reducing pay differentials across society, noting that 
Wilkinson and Picket’s research  suggests that it  big differentials are associated with  max unhappiness.   
 

In terms of structure people felt that services should be designed to meet local needs and be locally accountable.  
 

Joined up care in the community should be central to delivering health care but this means   public health needs to be 
properly funded, the health visiting service, district nursing, Sure Start et al all reinstated,  pressures lifted off GPs who 
are getting out more rapidly than  they can be replaced ,  social care de- privatised, means charging scrapped and funding  
substantially increased to meet need.       
Health and well being considerations need to be central in the design and building of communities/ housing etc.   
 



We also need to try to expose and tackle the endless drive for profit a which the Government supports which not only 
promotes unhealthy lifestyles but removes personal interaction from the society by closing banks, post offices, shops etc. 
The same Government then expresses concern about loneliness and urges  volunteers in the community to run walking, 
gardening, home visiting groups to counter isolation !   
 

Workforce is critical. Training doctors nurses, ancillary staff and letting them work in teams and do their jobs, rather than 
be ground down by impossible targets and micro management  will not just mean shorter waits and better patient 
experience but better conditions for over stretched staff.  It will also put money into the economy (the fiscal multiplier 
for health is estimated at 4% ie the economy gains £4 for every £1 spent ) Tuition fees need to be scrapped and bursaries 
reinstated . People not born in the UK should be welcome in the health service. Some extension of roles is welcome to 
many staff as providing new opportunities and better career prospects s but pushing tasks down the qualification chain 
and  de- skilling to save spending  on training and qualifications should be resisted.    
 

Some thoughts emerging for the discussion above about what should be asking our Local Councillors to do.  
 

a) Stop privatisation of health care,  bring Social Care services back in house ( or at least into non profit orgs).  
b) Push back at the Government on gross underfunding in coalition with other LAs.  Demand what is needed and be 

bold in telling the public what is going on. Don’t let the Government  pit  LAs against each other.  
c) Press councillors  to challenge the NHS all the way on accountability to the local community and the importance of 

local provision and services co-designed with local people   
d) Embed health and social care issues and provision into all planning and development at a City wide level. 
e) Take concrete steps to do as much as possible locally to address the social determinants of health and reduce 

inequalities. (this  is often said as a mantra but little changes ).  
f)  Put and maintain mental health services on a par with physical health services.  Despite some efforts to make 

progress re mental health services in Leeds and address huge shortcomings in support for children in particular,  
services remain woefully inadequate.  

g) Act as leaders on care workers  pay and conditions. eg living wage for outsourced services not just in sourced, training 
and career structure, valuing staff, paying particular attention to equality issues .  

 

3.  Collaboration with Space 2 on a protest banner as part of their NHS at 70 exhibition.  
C Tweedy, banner maker,  presented a rough design, drawing on some of the materials we have produced and people 
contributed a mix of demands and personal comments re the NHS that she can incorporate . Thanks C.   
 

4.  Dignity Action Day 1st Feb. We now have copies of Health Campaigns  Together flier “Social care is Broken”   

Agreed to flier with  KONP stall opposite Leeds Station ( corner of Boar Lane)  on Friday 1st Feb. 4-5.15ish  
Gilda will seek support from  Leeds Unison Retired members and ask GMB . 
    

5.  Proposed event outside LGI  to draw attention to the real situation in the NHS and effect on patients and  staff 

and the fluff and puff in the NHs plan . Also express solidarity and appreciation for the staff who soldier on caring for us.   
Agreed we turn out 11- 12ish on Saturday Feb.  9th at the mini roundabout outside Jubilee wing  and seek support from 
trade union and labour party branches. We will need music, placards, banners.  G will draft a flier and J edit..  
 

6.  ‘Leeds Summat’March 9th at Notre Dame College, Woodhouse. D has arranged for KONP to have a stall. ( Thanks 

D) Aiming to show KONP protest film from Kirkstall museum and have some discussion, make placards  banners etc for 
the march, think up chants,  try a couple of songs and gather stories for Space 2’s NHS 70th project.   
Any help with the workshop appreciated, particularly from singers!  
 

7. National KONP SG in Leeds March Sat March 9th 11.30 4pm in the Swarthmore centre ( main hall) We are 

providing lunch and can send a few members as observers. J will advise of the agenda nearer the time so people can opt 
for a morning or afternoon and fit round the Summat as well.  

8. Opposing charges on migrants:  
 Agreed we would request for information re the operation of charges in Leeds – how much, how many affected etc. ,  
link up with asylum orgs in Leeds and have further discussion about what we can do. .  
 

9. Health Campaigns Together events  

The next meeting of Yorkshire JCT  network is from 1-4pm on Friday   8.2.19 at Unison  Regional office , Commerce 
House. Wade lane next to Merrion Centre. Hope some of our group from Leeds, Wakefield and Harrogate will come.   
Leeds Hospital Alert are interested in having a local Social Care Conference on taking services back in house etc .  Yorks 
HCT also floated  a possible northern HCT Conference on health. The meeting  felt  it would be worth trying to cover  
health and social care and their overlap/ interpenetration.  Will discuss possibilities at the Yorkshire meeting.   

NEXT LEEDS KONP MEETING  Feb. 13th 6.30 – 8pm at the Victoria Hotel, behind the Town Hall 


